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EL WIRE/TAPE/PANEL / EL STARTER PACKS / EL WIRE STARTER PACK - RED 2.5 METER (8.2 FT)

DESCRIPTION

A little bundle to get you started! This project pack contains:

2.5 meters (over 8 ft) of high-brightness, long-life EL wire in Red. 2.5 meters is the

maximum amount for the pocket driver - it is cut and soldered so it's ready to go!

Pocket EL inverter runs on 2 AA Alkaline or rechargeable batteries (not included)

2 inches of heat shink, both 1/8" and 1/4" for protecting the EL wire after soldering if you

end up wanting to change the wire up

2 inches of copper tape, used when soldering EL wire

2 inches of foam tape, we use this to pad the inside of the inverter to quiet it down

We used this to make our awesome TRON bag

Soldering to EL wire is a little tricky but luckily we wrote a detailed step-by-step tutorial! You'll

EL wire starter pack -

Red 2.5 meter (8.2 ft)
PRODUCT ID: 587

There are multiple versions of this item. Please

select one from the options below:
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OUT OF STOCK

Please enter your details below and we will

send you an email when this item is back in

stock. You will only be emailed about this

product!
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need wire strippers, a soldering iron & solder, copper tape and heat shrink. A third-hand tool is

really useful as well.

Please note! EL tape, EL wire and EL panel are made with different processes - the color

and brightness will not be consistent between the different types of EL products. The EL

tape will not match the EL wire or EL panel exactly, they all will be slightly different colors.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

All About Electroluminescent Materials - EL Wire, EL Tape, EL Panel…

TRON Hoodie with EL Wire

EL Wire Animal Masks for Halloween
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LEARN

TRON Hoodie

EL wire speed project

EL Wire Stocking

Xmas with a glow!
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